NEW BOAT

BONADEO 31

The Bonadeo 31 is a testament to
what can be accomplished when
high-tech materials are combined
with meticulous hand-built construction and one-off design.

hen Larry Bonadeo decided he
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shouldn't be just as custom as his

desired a one-of-a-kind smaller build,

wanted a sportfisherman, he

sportfish. Relying on more than 20

Bonadeo Boatworks was born.

had one custom built and was fortu-

years of experience in construction

On tour this boat show season as an

nate enough to join the construction

combined with a lifelong passion for

example of the fine work this family

crew as a laborer helping to produce

boating and fishing, he began working

owned and operated business is capa-

his 63’ boat. So when he decided to

on this new project and entered the

ble of is the Bonadeo 31, the firm’s

add a smaller boat to his fleet, he fig-

boatbuilding arena. Betting that he was

second build. The Bonadeo 31 show-

ured there was no reason why it

not the only big boat owner that

cases what can be accomplished
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Clockwise from top: the forward bilge features
top-of-line cabinetry; the sharp Carolina-type
entry slices through the water; the seating
arrangement is left up to the owner; and the
custom helm boasts a teak pod and singlelever controls.

when a boat is constructed from a

extremely light and strong.

Everything about the Bonadeo 31

one-off design for a particular owner.

The 31’s waveform bell hull design

screams custom. From the hydraulic

The Bonadeo boats are hand built one

is combined with a sharp Carolina-

helm to the single-lever controls to the

at a time and are constructed with a

type entry forward for exceptional

teak pod, this is a high-end build for a

cold-molded vacuum-bagged process

performance. Bonadeo says this

discerning clientele. Therefore, it incor-

utilizing epoxy resins, carbon fiber,

marriage produces a very soft and

porates many features normally

Kevlar, and composite cores. The

stable riding boat capable of com-

reserved for larger boats, such as its

result is one-piece construction that is

fortable cruising all day.
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tural bulkheads, and Bonadeo pays

and teak and holly soles. Seating is

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

great attention to every detail, including

located in the bow and forward of the

heat shrinking all hose clamps so they

center console, but, like everything else

can’t cut anyone.

aboard, it is completely customizable

LOA
31’
BEAM
9’ 10”
DRAFT
1’ 10”
GROSS WEIGHT
7,200 LBS.
FUEL
300 U.S. GALS.
WATER
50 U.S. GALS.
POWER
2 X YAMAHA @ 250 HP
CRUISING SPEED
40 MPH
TOP SPEED
48 MPH
RANGE
N/A

Other notable features showcased

and left to the desires of the owner.

on the 31 include teak decking, a 25-

Each build at Bonadeo begins with

cubic-foot chilled fish box in the aft

an owner, and that individual’s con-

deck, a transom livewell, and a central

ceptual ideas form the basis for the

drainage system that routes all

boat. This means that the sky is the

drainage overboard bypassing the

limit in terms of what an owner can

bilge system. A full head is located in

have with Bonadeo, who will build any-

the center console, and it is finished

where from 30’ up to 50’ while always

just as meticulously as the rest of the

delivering a soft ride, high-tech con-

boat with matched mapa burl cabinets

struction, and a one-off design.

1/2 HORIZONTAL
7” x 4 7/8”
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Bonadeo Boatworks, Dept SB
P.O. Box 328
Stuart, FL, 34995;
(772) 463-7447;
bonadeoboatworks.com

